The 2011 Ocean City Scavenger Hunt
All clues take place on, or in the general vicinity, to the boardwalk. Unless explicitly directed otherwise, a picture must
be taken of each of the decoded clues. It is always preferable to have one or more team members in the picture, when
practical.

1) I love this building! I’m crazy about it! I’m its biggest fan! I can’t say enough about this building! Take a picture of
me (not the stupid building).
Answer: fan on side of condo

2) Dropping your trash on the boards is not a good thing.
If the OC police catch you, you’ll likely get ding’d.
But if one were to stoop to such a hideous offense
At this store, your crime would make the most sense.
Litterers

3) My face hurts from the continual smiling
I’m tired of mascara, eye shadow and styling
The hairspray is tedious and makes me cough
My name is Colleen…I want the night off
Colleen: candidate for Miss Ocean City

4) Shut yo mouth, you downsized mammal.
I’m as big as they get…it’s a safe gamble
My boardwalk representation is fully life sized
Take a pic of me now, to be fully apprised.
Giant whale pic on side of building on the boards

5) Miley, Jackson and their good ol pop
Would like to drink at this beverage shop.
Thinking of drinking here may make you drool
But on a hot summer day…hey “that’s really cool”
Stewart’s Root Beer

6) Snookie won’t find a nightclub on the boardwalk
No booze and too much wholesome talk
But while this clothing store name may seem quite befitting
Her pair of bazunkas will never be fitting.
Jersey Shore Outlet

7) On a close evolutionary branch to us, is this animal’s manifestation
But at OC, it is contained in a mode of transportation
The image is funny…not at all depraved
But Igor Sikorsky may roll over in his grave
Monkey in helicopter

8) This establishment has thrived for a very long time
Through Grandmom’s generosity, she’s spent plenty a dime
Enjoyment comes at the end of the day
Its centennial is just eight years away
Kohr Brothers

9) Buckshot accelerated from such a gun
May translate into exhilarating summer fun
You are the buckshot…gravity’s your gunpowder
You will wet your pants as you scream a bit louder
Shotgun Falls
10) This experience is tame for most of the trip
But the finale may make you a whopping big drip
If you’re lucky and smart you’ll choose the front
Because in the rear you’ll take the brunt of this stunt.
Log Flume
11) So you say you can’t get enough of Aunt Lynne?
You want some Moor, to sustain your grin?
Here, a small drink is too large and expensive
But we enjoy without guilt…no need to be pensive.
Moorlyn Cinema

12) NBA scouts are looking at your team
The highest score documented will make you supreme
You have money for 3 “go’s”….do not spend more
Lest you run out of money for other contrived chores
(Note: due to logistical changes, money will no longer be spent on other riddles so don’t be confused.)
Arcade Basketball

13) Merlin is a well known magical wizard
On the boardwalk, he is protected by two flying lizards
Please visit this wonderful, powerful magician
Avoid his transformational spells that may change your disposition.
Wizard statue on top of store

14) These bottom feeding crustaceans involving hot oiled potatoes
Are significantly less healthy than fruit or tomatoes
But they sell them they do and people eat them galore
If mom or dad eat them, our core will grow more.
Crab Fries

15) Does England have a 4th of July? Of course they do.
But there, it’s likely that celebrations will be few.
Here we proclaim that our country is free
Evidence is required, via pyrotechnic debris
Fireworks garbage

16) Most have three rings and plenty of clowns
Ours has kites to wipe away your frown
It’s cluttered with cool stuff like yo-yos and boards
Yet it “airily” holds balls, buckets and swords.
Air Circus

17) It is perhaps the oldest store on our walk
When we watch them make candy, it’s easy to gawk.
Their balloons are fun, but can break….oh drat!
So we buy their well-known product….go chew on that.
Shrivers

18) No picture, it seems, is required here.
Simply list the most characters that have been costumed, my dear.
Think back over the years cause some are no longer found
But what they all have in common is that they make not a sound

Bonus Question/Extra Credit: Note, this does not require a pic nor does it reference any Ocean City concept. Merely tell
us, “who I am”.
o)

I know that you love me, as I do you
Happiness abounds in our aggregation of relatives
I’m inspired to embrace you greatly, and, perchance, convey a peck on your cheek
Will you not speak of such sentiments with complete reciprocity?
I love you, you love me
We’re a happy family
With a great big hug and a kiss from me to you
Won’t you say you love me too.
Answer = Barney

The following clues are NOT part of the scavenger hunt as matters of timing and logistics now prevent their usage. They
are included here, for your amusement.

o)

Lifesavers are great, and come in many flavors
But be careful the meaning, lest your interpretation waver
A taped-on envelop awaits Team Jess at “1st Street”

Whereas Team Ben at “St James” is where your feet meet.

o)

With your envelop in hand, you’ll know it’s a ticket
But have you thought through in what palm you must stick it?
If you have, then go! Go cart your team there!
We need of pic of the fun…please smile with flare!

o) Glossy card board rectangles can be as expensive as hell!
But hats, T-shirts, doo-dads and massages they sell
Take a pic of the birthday celebrant patronizing the latter
We’re supplying the money, so what’s the matter?

